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Africa on the hoof 

Fit for a King
Lions, crocodiles and an angry elephant… Olympic eventing champion 

Mary King takes the perils of a horseback safari in Botswana in 
her stride, reports Jane Flanagan. Photography by Jenny Zarins

True grit
Galloping across the 
water-filled plains of 
the Okavango Delta, 

Botswana
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XxxxxxxxxxAfrica on the hoof 

 One of the horses suddenly lets out a loud snort. It is 
immediately matched by the others. The guide raises 
his hand, bringing them all to an obedient halt, then 
curls his fingers into a claw – the signal a lion is nearby. 

I’ve seen big cats many times before on safari, but never from 
the back of a horse. 

My eyes fix on a long, sand-coloured shape stretched out in the 
distant shade. A large lioness suddenly stands up and glances in 
our direction, before disappearing into the bush with an exuberant 
flick of her tail. ‘She is more wary of us than we are of her,’ our guide 
Bongwe whispers, ‘but we should probably get out of here.’ Our 
group of seven riders exchanges anxious looks as we shorten our 
reins, turn and canter off in the opposite direction. After putting 
a fast-ridden mile between the lioness and us, we slow to a walk 
and let out our collectively held breath.

A horseback safari in Botswana’s Okavango Delta is best enjoyed 
with a thirst for adventure – by people with the ability to ride out 
of trouble. Fortunately for me, I am in the best possible company 
during my week-long trip to the African Horseback Safaris camp, 
where I join the world’s leading event-rider, Mary King, her family 
and a string of other horse-mad thrillseekers.

The Kings are enjoying a last family break before final preparations 
for Mary’s sixth Olympic Games as part of Great Britain’s three-
day eventing team. It’s heart-warming to see that, even after 
two badminton wins, a couple of Olympic medals and a host of 
other accolades during a career spanning three decades, Mary 
still relishes new riding challenges. She is as excited as the rest 
of us by fast-paced gallops alongside giraffes and through water 
channels with the spine-tingling knowledge that crocodiles and 
hippos are close by.

The pristine 10,000sq mile delta provides the perfect backdrop 
to our mounted African safari. Each year, floods gush down from 
the north in Angola to sculpt this lush area of the Kalahari Desert 
into myriad islands, lagoons, water channels and floodplains. 
Every year, after the waters recede, the final pattern of land and 
water is different, which means the area can never be permanently 
populated. And since much of the flooded territory is inaccessible 
to vehicles, horseback is one of the best ways to move around 
and enjoy the abundance of wildlife.  

‘I’ve been on a safari to Africa before, but this feels far more wild 
and remote,’ Mary says after a couple of days covering many miles 
in the saddle. ‘We haven’t seen a single other person or vehicle.’

The long morning rides are led by Bongwe and Sekongo, who 
– between bursts of speed – share stories about the trees, plants, 
animals and birds we come across. Mary splits her rides between 
two groups, one of which includes her 16-year-old daughter Emily, 
a member of Britain’s junior eventing team, who is determined to 
jump every fallen tree and log she can find. ‘He’s so sweet!’ she 
shrieks as she puts one of a string of willing but inexperienced 
jumpers through their paces.  

The barn at our base, Macatoo Camp, has nearly 50 horses of 
all shapes and sizes to suit the riding tastes of different guests, 
and the animals are rotated every ride to ensure that none is 
overworked. The collection of Arabs, Kalahari-Arab crossbreeds 
and Namibian Warmbloods have had some illustrious bottoms 
on their backs over the years, including the international riders 
Mark Todd, Lucinda Green, and Pippa and William Funnell. One 
of my favourite horses is Caesar, a handsome thoroughbred 

Jumping to it 
Leading event-rider 
Mary King (in front) 
splashes through 
the flooded territory 
where horseback is the 
best way to get around
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who is fleet- and sure-footed across the dried floodplains, and 
sufficiently nimble over the wooded islands to keep up with 
zebra on the move. 

Evening rides are taken at a slower pace, offering us the chance 
to savour rich red sunsets and watch an incredible variety of 
birds scramble for prime roosting spots. Within a couple of 
days we have all settled into a wonderful rhythm of riding and 
relaxation, and are in danger of becoming rather nonchalant 
around the big game – that is until a grumpy elephant shakes 
us out of our comfort zone. 

We were on a morning ride, letting our horses graze while we 
watched a lone bull elephant snatch up great clumps of grass 
with his trunk and toss them into his mouth. We were close 
enough to hear the low grinding of his teeth. Suddenly he stopped 
munching, turned with a raised trunk and charged towards us, 
trumpeting loudly. Our group turned on a sixpence and briefly 
scattered. We looked back to see Bongwe’s horse still standing 
his ground. The elephant took a few paces towards them, but 
Bongwe kicked his horse forward to return the charge. With an 
indignant flap of his raggedy ears, the mighty bull turned and 
retreated into the mopane bushes with a footfall that seemed 
impossibly quiet. 

We are still marvelling at the bravery of the lead horse some 
minutes later when members of staff from the camp emerge 
unexpectedly from behind some bushes. Grooms step forward 

Clockwise from left  
Chaaaarrrge! An elephant 
gatecrashes the party; 
an aerial view of 
the Okavango Delta; 
Bongwe, a guide
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to take our horses, a waiter hands out wet flannels and, way above 
our heads, Champagne corks pop on a platform camouflaged by 
the tree canopy. At the bottom of a long ladder, a fresh change of 
clothes is laid out. At the top, a long table has been set with linen 
and glasses. The deep bubbling sound of a hippo grunting in the 
waterhole across the floodplain provides a sublime soundtrack 
to a long bush breakfast among the boughs, as the riding groups 
share ‘survivors’ tales’ from the morning. 

Macatoo staff find new ways of surprising us every day. Lunches 
and sundowners spring up in the most unexpected locations – no 
mean feat with a full camp of 14 guests. The standard of food 
is surprisingly high, given the mind-boggling logistics involved 
in getting fresh supplies flown into the bush kitchen, not to 
mention re-stocking the busy wine fridges. Mary, who trained 
as a cordon bleu cook – ‘a back-up plan in case the riding didn’t 
work out’ – and spent a season in Zermatt working as a chalet 
girl, particularly enjoys the rich oxtail and vegetables.  

After a morning on horseback and a long lunch, siestas in bed 
or by the camp pool prove the most popular afternoon activity. 
The tented accommodation is a hit with all of us, offering a sense 
of privacy and just the right amount of luxury (in the form of hot 
water and lovely bed linen) for an authentic bush experience that 
still feels quite cossetting. Since the camp is unfenced, animals 
pass through at all times of the day and night. An elephant 
comes past in the moonlight, rubbing up against a mesh wall 
as he grazes between the tents. At dawn, the sight and sound 
of the local baboon troop using the tent roofs as bouncy castles 
sends Emily and her 13-year-old brother Freddie into hysterics. 
‘I love the absolute racket of it all,’ Mary says after the baboons 
have finished their rounds. ‘The sounds of the insects, birds 
and animals are wonderful to go to sleep with and wake up to.’ 

For the semi-keen riders with a limited appetite for time in 
the saddle – this includes Freddie and Mary’s husband David 

From top The pool 
at Macatoo Camp; 

horses tacked up and 
ready in the stables; 
the group gather at 
the treehouse for a 
Champagne lunch 
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– the camp lays on non-horsey activities, including fishing at a 
lily-filled waterhole. On one afternoon, a small group takes a 
helicopter ride to see the full scale of the Delta from the air – and a 
40-strong breeding herd of elephants. There are also game drives, 
including one led by Bongwe, who tracks fresh spore to a group 
of four young lions lazing under some trees. Drinking gin and 
tonics from the on-board cooler boxes, we spend a happy hour 
watching from the comfort of our car seats, as the cats groom 
one another and sharpen their hunting claws.  

Each evening begins with a supper by candlelight and plenty 
of wine (and bugs), followed by lively games for those who still 
have the energy. More often than not, these are led by Mary 
and Emily, whose competitive spirit definitely extends beyond 
equestrian pursuits. The early morning tea and homemade 
biscuits are served in bed by the cheerful ‘tent ladies’ often 
feeling a bit too soon after the fun has ended in the mess tent. 
But a quick fireside breakfast of toast, fruit and yoghurt always 
fuels the appetite to pull on our riding boots again.  

Throughout the week, Mary generously answers endless 
questions from guests about her horses, her prospects for the 
Olympic Games and the highlights – and lowlights – of her 
incredible career. The venue of the equestrian events, historic 
Greenwich Park, has been the subject of some debate in the lead-
up to the Games. The steep hills, twists and turns through trees 
and bushes of the cross-country course mean it is impossible to 
predict the likely winner.   

‘There is no home advantage for the British riders,’ Mary says 
during one ride. ‘The course will be nothing like any of us have 
ever ridden before. And it is not as if we can really put in much 

practice on that kind of terrain, since we really have to keep our 
horses sound. Nobody knows what is going to happen on the day.’ 

On our final day, just as some of us are beginning to feel a little 
saddle-sore, Sekongo leads us all in one final, zigzagging gallop 
home across a bush-filled island. ‘Kick on everyone,’ Mary shouts 
over her shoulder from the front. ‘This is as good a preparation 
for Greenwich as we’re ever going to get.’
Mary King’s horseback safari was arranged through In the Saddle – 
Holidays on Horseback. Contact inthesaddle.com or +44 (0)1299 272 
997. A seven-night safari costs from £2,695, including accommodation, 
all riding, meals and drinks. Flights and transfers not included.

 

TAKE OFF 
British Airways flies to Johannesburg from London 
Heathrow. And on to Maun, Botswana, with Air Botswana. 
Flight time: about 12 hours, 30 minutes.
 
BOOST YOUR AVIOS 
Join the Executive Club and earn up to 22,560 Avios when 
you fly Club to Botswana (return). Or redeem your Avios – 
50,000 will get you to Botswana*. 
 
BOOK NOW 
Visit ba.com, where you can also book Avis car hire and 
great-value holidays.
 
SEE YOU ONLINE 
Find five of our favourite safaris at bahighlife.com.

WAY TO GO

Under an African sky 
The Okavango Delta is 

the perfect backdrop 
to a mounted safari


